Sr. Security Designer

Job Description:
JENSEN HUGHES has a job opportunity for a Senior Security Designer/Physical Security Architect in Fairfax, VA. Join JENSEN HUGHES, a global leader in specialty engineering consulting services, protecting property, life and the environment through our innovative engineering solutions and technologies.

The position will be a technical lead on security engineering projects in the Baltimore and Mid-Atlantic area and play a key role to grow the security engineering consulting business in both commercial and government sectors.

Primary Responsibilities:
• Provide technical expertise on design and integration of modern and appropriate electronic security systems based on customer needs; decipher and analyze client needs into technical and operational systems, develop initial system layouts, planning concepts and design criteria, prepare fee proposals to meet clients’ needs.
• Develop new business in the Mid-Atlantic region by expanding existing projects and bringing new projects that integrate modern security systems and functionalities seamlessly with modern fire protection systems.
• Represent the company to key stakeholders, which may include building owners and representatives, architects, and investors.
• Mentor staff, foster collaboration and team work within department and company
• Perform quality control on security projects.
• Perform project management.

Requirements:
• The ideal candidate will possess a minimum of 8 years’ experience in design and integration of modern security systems into commercial and/or government facilities.
• Technical knowledge with the proper application and specification of security systems including access control and badging systems, intrusion detection, video surveillance, emergency communication/mass notification, and perimeter protection.
• Candidates with loyal customer base and demonstrated abilities to develop and grow business base will be viewed favorably.
• Excellent communication skills verbally and orally.
• Interest in relocating or already local to Northern VA or Baltimore area.
• Some travel (10%-25%) and overnight stays may be required.